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Liverpool host Manchester United this Sunday (Watch live, 11am.m 30am ET on NBCSN and online via NBCSports.com) as Premier League leaders welcome their bitter rivals to Anfield. [ MORE: Premier League schedule ] With Jurgen Klopp 14 points clear at the top of the table, Man United would like
to play in the role of spoilers and they are the only team to have taken points from Liverpool this season as they battle for a top-four finish. And just leaving this here, Man United have lost only one of their last 11 Premier League games against Liverpool... There is a big team news story around this game
about whether Marcus Rashford is ok after coming sub for an FA Cup replay against Wolves, then injuring his back and having to come away 16 minutes later. Ole Gunnar Solskjaer has a big decision to make because rashford's long-term fitness is certainly not worth risking, even in such an important
game. With Paul Pogba and Scott McTominay injured, Fred and Matic are likely to play in United's midfield, with either Jesse Lingard or Andreas Pereira playing ahead of them and Mata starting instead of Rashford on the left. In defence, it will be interesting to see if Brandon Williams gets the nod over
Luke Shaw as he continues his impressive rise, while the remaining back four pick themselves. United's big concern is that if Rashford is injured, they will lose a lot of momentum on the counter as their plan is likely to sit back and appear to hit Liverpool on the break. The gamble is then whether it makes
sense to play Mason Greenwood in attack to replace Rashford, with the teenager showing huge potential, but an atmosphere like Anfield can be too risky. As for Klopp, things are very straightforward for him. Liverpool's Joel Matip and Dejan Lovren back in training after their long absences, but it is
unlikely that the two centre-backs will start as Joe Gomez looks solid again after games alongside the silky brick wall that is Virgil Van Dijk. Oxlade-Chamberlain will play alongside Henderson and Wijnaldum in midfield with Keita and Milner injured, while Fabinho has also returned to training but is unlikely
to be rushed back. The front and full-backs choose themselves. Below we share our potential starting line-ups with both teams for the intense battle at Anfield this Sunday. LIVERPOOL (4-3-3) —– Alisson —– — Alexander-Arnold — Gomez — Van Dijk — Robertson — — Henderson —- Wijnaldum —-
Chamberlain —- —- Salah —- Firmino —- Mane —- MAN UNITED (4-2-3-1) —– De Gea —— — — Wan-Bissaka — Lindelof — Maguire — Williams — — Fred —- Matic —- —- James —- Pereira —- Mata —- —– Martial —— Follow @JPW_NBCSports Manchester United's caretaker Ole Gunnar
Solskjaer may still be without Jesse Lingard and Anthony Martial for Sunday's Premier League match rivals Liverpool at Old Trafford. The pair suffered injuries during UEFA's Champions League tie against Paris 12, forcing them to miss the second half and both players later sat out Monday's Emirates FA
Cup fifth round victory at Stamford Bridge. I don't think we'll see them in the next two games, Ole told me last Friday when the club legend previewed a cup tie at Chelsea. Let's hope they heal quickly, but it looks like they might be out for two or three weeks. Video Watch what happened when Liverpool
visited Old Trafford in the Premier League last season. With Lingard and Martial unavailable, Solskjaer opted for a three-striker from Juan Mata, Romelu Lukaku and Marcus Rashford last time out. Alexis Sanchez stepped off the bench in west London and earned praise from his team-mates for working
hard to secure a vital victory. It will be fascinating to see which one of our advantages begins against Liverpool. Meanwhile, David De Gea is expected to return after Sergio Romero starts on Monday night. Our Spanish stopper has not lost a minute of Premier League football this season and is
determined to keep a third consecutive clean sheet after recent top-of-the-table wins over Fulham and Leicester City. In defence, Solskjaer can pick victor Lindelof, Eric Bailly, Phil Jones and Chris Smalling from midfield. All four have started at least once in the last three matches and it looks like Marcos
Rojo is also approaching full fitness after training with the team for several weeks. Ashley Young earned a one-match suspension as a result of his yellow card at Chelsea in the match, but the suspension only applies to the FA Cup and he is therefore available to start against Liverpool. It remains to be
seen whether experienced defenders Antonio Valencia and Matteo Darmian will be available to return from injury this weekend. Solskjaer will hopefully give an update at his press conference at the Aon Training Complex on Friday. The exact date of the press conference still needs to be confirmed. Jurgen
Klopp is expected to welcome Virgil van Dijk back to Liverpool's starting XI. WHAT ABOUT LIVERPOOL? The visitors are expected to welcome defender Virgil van Dijk back for the trip to Old Trafford after he missed Liverpool's 0-0 Champions League tie against Bayern Munich through suspension. With
centre-backs Dejan Lovren and Joe Gomez also missing, Jurgen Klopp was forced to pick joel Matip and Fabinho at the heart of the pair's defence on Tuesday night. However, van Dijk's return could see the latter step into the midfield role. Brazilian Fabinho is likely to start alongside two Georginio
Wijnaldum, Jordan Henderson, Naby Keita and James Milner from the midfield three. Up front, Liverpool will almost certainly choose the dynamic trio of Mohamed Salah, Roberto Firmino and Sadio Mane, who have netted between them by 38 Premier League goals. Trent Alexander-Arnold returned from
injury to play on the right side against Bayern Munich and helped the Merseysideers hold on Sheet. Georginio Wijnaldum looks forward to a difficult match against Solskjaer's United. Gini Wijnaldum insists Liverpool are preparing for a serious Test at Old Trafford on Sunday. I think it will be a really big
change by December, the Dutchman said this week. There's a new flow since the new manager came in, they played some good games and they've won a lot, and that's building confidence in the team. It's also a home game for them, so they have a lot of confidence because they don't have the
problems they had before. It's going to be a tough game, but I'm looking forward to it. I think we'll come to them at a good time, but we're doing well too, so it's going to be a nice game to watch. Are you reading this from our app? If not, you may lose some unique features that are not ManUtd.com.
Download the official app here. Things are definitely not going to go Liverpool's way this season. They've already dropped nine points this season. In context, they dropped only 15 points during the 2019/20 season on their way to winning the championship. But losing points probably isn't their biggest
concern right now. Losing players is. Liverpool currently have eight first-team players injured with Trent Alexander-Arnold, Virgil van Dijk, Joe Gomez, Trent Alexander-Arnold, James Milner, Alex Oxlade-Chamberlain, Tiago, Naby Keita and Xherdan Shaqiri currently absent. Not ideal with a big Champions
League clash coming up against Ajax. After their defeat to Atalanta last week, Liverpool's qualification for Group D is far from guaranteed. They sit on nine points from their four matches, just two points ahead of both Ajax and Atanta. If they do not beat their Dutch opponents tonight, they will need a result
against Midtjylland in their last match. And rumours circulating on social media that they have to do it without goalkeeper Alisson. The Brazilian has suffered injury problems with Adrian coming to replace him. Adrian played in Liverpool's 7-2 defeat to Aston Villa earlier this season when he also played
during a 2-2 draw with Everton. He also played against Ajax in his first game in which Liverpool won 1-0. However, it is clear that Liverpool fans do not want Adrian to play in an important clash tonight. When Adrian posted a tweet in which he worked out with @Champions caption and league time!
Liverpool fans made their feelings known in the answers. In reality, some of the answers are quite shocking. Watch: What happened to 'You never walk alone'? While it is unclear whether Adrian will actually start tonight, it is clear that supporters are desperate for Alisson to be fit. Let's hope Adrian plays,
keeps a clean bill of health and shuts down liverpool fans. next story Previous story News Now - Sport News News
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